Schneider Family Young Children Books

2019 Rescue & Jessica: A Life-Changing Friendship – Kensky

Honor: The Remember Balloons – Oliveros E O145r

2018 Silent Days, Silent Dreams – Say E Sa99s

2017 Six dots: a story of young Louis Braille -- Bryant BRAILLE B B731B

2016 Emmanuel's dream: the true story of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah -- YEBOAH B Y34T

2015 A boy and a jaguar -- Rabinowitz E R1124b

2014 A splash of red: the life and art of Horace Pippin -- Sweet 759.13 B841s

2013 Back to front and upside down! -- Alexander E A/125b

2012 Close to famous -- Bauer F B3253c

2011 The pirate of kindergarten -- Lyon E L995p

2010 Django: world's greatest jazz guitarist -- Christensen REINHARDT B R276C

2009 Piano starts here: the young Art Tatum -- Parker TATUM B T187P

2008 Kami and the Yaks -- Stryer F St99k

2007 The deaf musicians -- Seeger E Se324d

2006 Dad, Jackie, and me -- Uhlberg

2005 My pal, Victor -- Bertrand 463 B462m

2004 Looking out for Sarah -- Lang